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Inter-being

Using the power of 

collaboration

to advance 

conservation and 

recovery of salmon 

and steelhead.
https://plumvillage.org

Interbeing
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Presentation Outline

○ Setting: Redwood Creek Estuary 

○ Process: Principles and Practices of Collaboration

○ Case Study: Examples from the Redwood Creek 

Estuary Collaborative

○ Take-aways

Introduction
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○ Yurok unceded ancestral territory

○ Late 1800s European settlement

○ 1920s conversion from spruce-alder 

forest wetland complex to agriculture

○ 1953-1981 sawmill on the beach

○ 1968 RNP established

○ 1968 USACE builds 3.4 mi of levees and 

Humboldt County becomes local sponsor

○ 1969 Evidence of process dysfunction

178,000 acres

278 sq. miles

Estuary Brief History
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Redwood Creek Estuary: The setting

Fish & Habitat Setting

○ The main tributary, Prairie Creek, is 

a climate and salmon stronghold

○ Approx. half watershed in State/Fed 

ownership

○ Levees cut off floodplain, and disrupt 

the stream-estuary ecotone

○ Estuary is 25% of historical area

○ Independent populations of SONCC 

coho salmon, CC Chinook salmon 

and NC steelhead, all essential or 

core to species recovery
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Redwood Creek Estuary: The setting

An Opportunity and Challenge

● Lack of drainage causes flooding on 

agricultural lands on the outboard 

side of the levees

● Modification of a Federal flood 

control project requires USACE or 

Congressional authority

○ Pvt Landowners

○ NPS

○ Humboldt Co.

○ USACE

○ NR Land Trust

○ Yurok Tribe

○ CalTrout

○ NOAA Fisheries

○ USFWS

○ CDFW

An Opportunity and Challenge
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Principles and Practices

Sources: Greenwood et al., (2021) and 

Portland State University Course PA 575: 

Foundations of Collaborative Governance
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Collaboration: Two or more entities working together 

for mutual benefit (win win). 

Two main types of collaboration:

• Agreement seeking (aligning interests to reach 
decision) 

• Collective Action (aligning actions and resources) 

Principles and Practices

Collaborative Principles and Practices 
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● Interdependence is a key reason to collaborate: we 

can’t get what we want on our own and each of our 

actions or inactions affects each others outcomes.

● The purpose of a collaborative relationship is to 

improve your outcome over what it might otherwise 

be.

● The other people in the collaborative relationship are 

also looking to improve their outcome.

Why collaborate?

Principles and Practices
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Building Collaborative Relationships: trust, 

reciprocity and cooperation

Collaboration is not intuitive 

and requires new skills and 

practices that don’t always 

come naturally (TNC 2015).

Trust is a result of cooperation 

rather than a condition of 

cooperation (Gambetta 1998). 

1. Go slow to go fast.

2. Listen with an intent to 

understand.

3. Ask for opinions, ideas, 

help, etc.

4. Establish contingent 

agreements rather than 

leverage.

Principles and Practices
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Mutual Benefits: improve your outcome by 

finding the win-win

● Convene key stakeholders and provide a neutral 

forum.

● Define interests based on values.

● Analyze BATNAs (Fisher and Ury 1991) to 

determine if collaboration is needed and deepen 

understanding of each party.

Principles and Practices
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● Frame the issue as a decision to be made.

● Develop decision criteria based on values and 

interests to assess ideas.

● Help the group focus efforts on the decision 

space.

Employ effective group process and 

decision making:

Principles and Practices
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Joint Discovery: involve key parties in each step

People make choices based on a handful of deeply 

rooted values that are unlikely to change.

Facts are different from values. Facts change as we learn 

more. Sharing and questioning facts helps us learn more 

rapidly (TNC 2015).

Principles and Practices
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The Importance of Conveners

● Gregory Hufford
○ Landowner and project champion

● Mary Burke
○ CalTrout, neutral facilitator, process 

guide

● Leslie Wolff
○ NOAA Fisheries, process guide, 

resource expert

Trust is a result of 

cooperation rather 

than a condition of 

cooperation.

The Importance of Conveners

Redwood Creek Estuary Collaborative - Case Study
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Values, Interests and Interdependence

A year of meetings

● Facilitation and meeting planning 

○ Safe meeting space - everyone’s ideas are heard equally

● Early efforts with small group built trust

○ Laughing and joking, body language indicated progress 

toward positive relationships

● Understanding of interdependence

● Site tour 

Redwood Creek Estuary Collaborative - Case Study
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Values, Interests and Interdependence

● Within the first few meetings we established values:

○ Private landowners: Partnerships; land stewardship; economic 

viability; maintenance security; permit assistance

○ Agencies: Ecosystem recovery; recreational value; collaborative 

process and partnerships

● And interests

○ Improvement in estuary function and aquatic habitat 

○ Economic viability and recreational value

○ Land stewardship, flood control maintenance security, and

○ Permit assistance

● Interdependence means contingent agreements rather than leverage



Decision making framework
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Frame the issue as a 

decision:  “Can we 

identify a conceptual 

project?”

Develop decision criteria 

based on values and 

interests to assess ideas.

We identified and agreed 

on a win win conceptual 

project.

Redwood Creek Estuary Collaborative - Case Study
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Conceptual design development

Go slow and work from group agreement

Redwood Creek Estuary Collaborative - Case Study
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Joint Discovery - Align interests 

High flow connection for North 

Slough / Sand Cache Creek 

● Policy: Process-based restoration is 

the goal

● Science: Hydrodynamic modeling will 

demonstrate expected outcomes

● Jointly Agree: Group will assess 

various designs and modeling 

outcomes to determine maximum 

mutual benefit and win:win

Redwood Creek Estuary Collaborative - Case Study



Explore policy constraints
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Frame the issue as a 

decision: “What 

implementation 

pathway is feasible?”

Federal flood control 

project = USACE 

process, act of 

Congress, or partial 

deauthorization

Redwood Creek Estuary Collaborative - Case Study
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Joint Discovery Success!

Aligned interests for Collective Action

CAP 1135 new start request 

● Policy: Modifying the Federal Flood Control Project requires USACE or 

Congressional authority

● Science/Analysis of the Situation: Regular Steering Committee discussions 

about various implementation authorities and pathways

● Jointly Agree: 

○ CAP 1135 is best next action

○ Humboldt County Board of Supervisors and staff to request a USACE CAP 

1135 new start; joint agreement was demonstrated in each Collaborative 

member submitting letters of support
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An iterative process of Joint Discovery: Next 

steps involve courageous conversations

● Understanding the value of land ownership

● Explore potential land use changes

○ NRLT land exchange

○ Riparian areas

○ Bank protection

● Understanding the value of salmon recovery

● Explore potential habitat design elements

Redwood Creek Estuary Collaborative - Case Study
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Intentional professional development

○ Collaborative Governance training from Portland State University 

○ Cascadia Leadership training from Humboldt Area Foundation

Contingent agreement process

○ Establish relationships by exploring values and interests

○ Strong relationships are built on trust

Collaborative principles and practices provide

○ An alternative to regulatory swagger

○ Mutual benefits 

○ Durable solutions

○ Increased community capacity

Take-aways
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2023 Update
● Affirmative FID for USACE 

CAP 1135 

● Currently in the 

Feasibility Study phase 

of the Cap 1135

● Collaborative Group

consensus on design 

alternative

● General Agreement

language underscores 

collaborative process and 

practice 

Take-aways



Thank you to our collaborators, to Managing by Network 

and the Partnership Academy, and to all of you who are 

interested in collaborative process, and the Redwood Creek 

estuary.
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A journey toward healing
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